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A. PROJECT OVERVIEW
As a project dedicated to the ideas of transit-oriented design and intelligent sustainability, the 1780 Broadway project
represents a well-rounded response to both the surrounding neighborhood and the current definitions of sustainability with
the City of Vancouver. The site benefits from a strong and diverse neighborhood with good connections to a variety of
amenity greenspaces. From the perspective of the every-day commuter, the project offers unapparelled connectivity to
both the existing Millennium and Expo SkyTrain lines allow for easily commutes to downtown Vancouver, Burnaby, New
Westminster, and Surrey with further connectivity to the Canada line and UBC space with through the 99 Bus line. The
project will further supplement the resident’s access to the surrounding City by means of the East 10 th Street bicycle
network.
As an architectural response to the surrounding area, the project acknowledges the community’s needs for more public
plaza space both at the ground level and on the top of the podium for residents. The proposed programming for both these
spaces responds to the needs of each user group with community focused seating and meeting spaces on the ground
level plaza space and family focused play spaces and community building opportunities in the amenity spaces shared
between he residential towers. Landscaping is proposed through the site to soften the project and aid in the programming
of each space with community gardens and green house space combining with accessible edible planting to connect
residents around the ideas of food resiliency and ecology.
From an energy perspective, the design team is committed to a resilient building envelope and form which will help lessen
the project’s total energy demand passively by responding to the surrounding area and site conditions. To maintain the
building’s energy efficiency, the mechanical systems proposed for the project will comprise of a variety of technologies
selected to maximize efficiency through the year as the demand for heating and cooling energies change.
From a compliance perspective, this project is required to satisfy both the requirements of the Sustainable Larger
Developments Policy (applicable September 1, 2018) and the Zero-Emissions Green Building Policy for Rezonings
(applicable May 1, 2017). The project response to the applicable Sustainable Larger Developments Policy requirements
are outlined below. The project’s response to the Zero-Emission Green Building Policy for Rezonings is outlined under
Section J- ZERO- EMISSION GREEN BUILDING REZONING POLICY REPORT.

B. SUSTAINABLE SITE DESIGN
B.1

Policy Intent

The site design should provide a level of sustainability in line with the City’s Greenest City 2020 Action Plan targets of
improving access to nature and planting trees. This section contributes to two Greenest City targets – to ensure that every
person lives within a five-minute walk to a natural space by 2020, and to plant 150,000 additional trees between 2010 and
2020 to achieve the current Urban Forestry Strategy goal of increasing the city-wide canopy cover to 22% by 2050. The
intent of improving access to nature in the city is to improve the health and wellbeing of the community, to provide habitat,
to enhance ecosystem function and services, to create public open spaces for people to gather and socialize, and to create
opportunities for people to directly experience nature in the city. Additionally, the site design must also contribute to the
Urban Forest Strategy, Biodiversity Strategy and Rain City Strategy objectives.
Under the September 1st, 2018 revision of the Sustainable Larger Developments Policy, sites of different typology (A, B, C)
has been given prescriptive requirements for tree coverage and vegetation. Type A requires 20-25%, type B require 1520%, and Type C requires 10-15%. All sites require a vegetative cover of 30% of total site and 40% for private property
parcel. Finally, continuous soils at grade is required for 10% of the private property parcel. These guides are provided to
ensure developments contribute to the Greenest City targets.
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Strategy
Existing Conditions

Currently, the site has very little vegetation and has a very low occupant density for the site area. Most of the site is asphalt
and concrete and with some vegetation around the boundary of the site. The site does not currently offer much to the
neighbourhood related to the current policy requirements. Below is a figure showing the top down view of the current site
with the approximate site boundary. The existing site is currently dominated by a large format retail store, two smaller retail
outlets, and a parking lot. A small number of young street trees are currently located along Commercial Drive, with larger
trees along East 10th Ave. and smaller trees along the edges of the existing parking lot.

Figure 1: Existing condition with approximate site boundary

Fortunately, the project site is well-situated to local green spaces and parks. The project is located within a five-minute
walk to WC Shelley Park to the northwest, a ten-minute walk to McSpadden Park to the north, Clark Park to the South, and
a 10-minute walk to John Hendry Park. Building occupants will benefit from the adjacency to these existing green space
amenities, which will be supplemented by the proposed addition of high-quality outdoor amenity space for the use of
building occupants.

Figure 2: Local parks proximity

2.

Proposed Conditions
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Based on the proposed makeup of the project, the team agrees the proposed project is likely most in line with the Site
Type C as defined in the Sustainable Large Developments Rezoning Policy. As a result of this the project has an obligation
to provide 10-15% of the site area in Tree Canopy Coverage as well as 30% total Vegetative Cover for the site. Based on
the proposed site area of 9,819 sq.m the prescriptive requirements of the policy require 981 sq.m - 1,472 sq.m of tree
canopy and 2,945 sq.m. of vegetated cover. As discussed below, the project has far exceeded these requirements in its
proposed design.
In addition to the sheer volume of green space, the heart of the landscape strategy is an intent to maximize both occupant
and community usability of the site. Given the site’s close proximity to both a major transit hub and the established
pedestrian activity along Commercial drive, the design team set out to improve the sites pedestrian permeability and
community interface specifically through the use of a public plaza. What the space allows for is the creation of a new space
in the area which connects the exiting public spaces in the area to create a more integrated public open space network in
line with the Access to Nature Plan issued by the City of Vancouver. At the podium level of the building, additional
contiguous vegetation and open space has been proposed for the occupants further improving the resident’s immediate
access to green space. The project is located on a previously developed infill site, avoiding sensitive habitats and taking
advantage of existing infrastructure and surrounding amenities.

Figure 3: Proposed condition; overview of appendix B

As currently proposed, the project will seek to replace and increase the overall number of trees for the site. As part of the
established Arborists report for the site, there are 20 existing trees on the site (excluding those in the cut). What the survey
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found was that none of these trees would have warranted retention and as such can be replaced as part of the projects
proposed tree planting strategy. For additional information on the project’s existing tree makeup see Appendix A-Arborist
Report.
In addition to its proximity to nearby green space amenities, the development will provide occupants and visitors with
increased access to nature via the inclusion of open-air amenities and added green space on several levels of the building.
The development will add new native tree species to help increase the city’s overall forest cover and provide natural habitat
for local flora and fauna, as well as shaded summer spaces for occupants and residents. The project is currently proposing
1,574 sq.m of tree canopy area at the street level and an additional 2,456 sq.m of tree canopy area throughout the buildings
open spaces. These two areas combine for a total of 4,030 sq.m. of total tree canopy (37% of the total site area) far
exceeding the policy requirements for the project.
Shading from trees also provide a means of solar shading and a reduction of the heat island effect on lower levels of the
building. To align with the project’s strategy for Sustainable Food Systems, fruit-bearing tree species will be integrated into
the landscaping plan to help enhance the edible landscape food asset. Indigenous species will likely be favoured to provide
local habitat. For further detail please refer to Appendix B-Landscape and Urban Agriculture Plan and Appendix CLandscape Calculations.
Significantly vegetated areas will be included on most accessible areas on the main podium outdoor areas, open balconies
and roof areas throughout each tower. In total, the development will provide ~4,800 sq.m of open balcony space, ~7,700
sq.m of accessible roof area, and ~1900 sq.m of publicly accessible thoroughfare. For further detail on the public plaza,
please refer to Appendix D- Public Plaza Plan.
Along the edge of the site, large deciduous street trees will be planted, in keeping with the existing context and spaced
according to City of Vancouver design guidelines. Overall, site plantings will provide building occupants and visitors with a
more enjoyable site experience, natural shading from the sun, and a connection with nature. Floral components will also
be added wherever possible to attract and support pollinator and bird species.
The landscape and architectural design of the building will consider the practices outlined in the Bird Friendly Design
Guidelines including the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Green the urban landscape by planting native trees and shrubs for birds
Incorporate a mix of habitat types including: deciduous/mixed forest and shrubland,
Increase vertical vegetation structure by planting and maintaining native trees and shrubs
Select a diversity of native and non-invasive plants. (f) Control invasive plants without disturbing birds
Reduce light pollution
Incorporate snags and downed wood
Provide water for birds to drink and bathe

Landscaping will utilize a selection of vegetation to be native and adaptive, supporting less intensive landscape
maintenance. The development’s green space will be designed to reduce the heat island effect, minimize erosion and aide
in surface water management. Further description of the green space importance will be included in the ground and
rainwater management section.

C. SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS
C.1

Policy Intent

The City will require applicants to demonstrate the overall increase of food system assets. Food assets are defined as
resources, facilities, services or spaces that are available to residents of the city (either at the citywide or neighbourhood
scale) and which are used to support the city’s food system. This will contribute to the Greenest City target of supporting
Local Food: to increase city and neighbourhood food assets by a minimum of 50% over 2010 levels by 2020. The intent of
creating a sustainable food system is to improve the resilience of Vancouver’s food system in accordance with the vision,
principles and goals defined in the Vancouver Food Strategy (2013).

C.2

Strategy
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The Commercial & Broadway redevelopment are exploring four primary sustainable food strategies throughout the
development to satisfy the need for sustainable food systems.
1.

Community Gardens

On Level 2 and Roof Levels of Tower B and C, opportunities for urban agriculture are currently proposed. Gardening
spaces within a greenhouse (Level 2) and outdoor planters (Roof Level) will be provided to occupants. These locations
should support ~1.6 sq.m of gardening space for 30% of residential units of each building. Garden plots will be designed
and constructed to satisfy the accessibility and growing conditions outlined in the Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large
Developments including localized organics composting, tool storage spaces, hose bibs, and work benches for gardeners
to use. For further detail please refer to Appendix B-Landscape and Urban Agriculture Plan.

Figure 4: Example of community graden space on the roof of Tower B

2.

Edible Landscaping

A second strategy to address the need to provide local food to city residents is the introduction of edible landscaping
through orchards. The proposed edible landscape will blend in with the currently proposed tree vegetation. The edible
landscape will provide occupants with a source of on-site grown food. The total edible landscape area, denoted as orchard
planting, will be ~442 sq.m and be located on Level 2 and all Roof Levels. In the figure below shows an example of the
edible landscape region located on the Roof of Tower C. Signage and other education programs will be developed to help
inform residents of the available amenity. The requirements for the edible landscape set out in the Sustainable Large
Developments policy will be met. For further detail please refer to Appendix B-Landscape and Urban Agriculture Plan.

Figure 5: Example of an Edible Landscape (Orchard) on the roof of Tower C

3.

Community Kitchen

The third sustainable food strategy 1780 East Broadway will include is a space for a non-commercial community kitchen.
Approximately 162 sq.m of space has been identified on the Level 2 amenity area and will be laid out to celebrate food,
cooking and hosting of dining events. This will allow the residents to accommodate larger groups of people in the
preparation of home cooked and locally sourced meals. Kitchen design will satisfy the requirements of the Sustainable
Large Developments Policy including the following:
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i)
ii)

Sufficient space to accommodate a minimum of 12 people in a teaching environment.
Appropriate equipment (cold / freezer storage; dry storage; dishwasher and sink configuration, stove/oven and
ventilation, sink configuration) for the intended use.
iii) Adjacent multi-purpose space or room for eating and congregating.
iv) Incorporation of enhanced accessibility features to accommodate wheelchairs, mobility devices and teaching and
demonstration screens/aids.
v) Co-locating near complementary amenities such as picnic benches, BBQ areas, and / or community gardens.

Figure 6: Community Kitchen

4.

On-Site Organics Management

The fourth sustainable food strategy implemented by the redevelopment of this site is the inclusion of ‘on-site organics
management’, as part of the larger Zero Waste planning strategy. The project is proposing the inclusion of an in-vessel
bio-digester on site to help manage on-site organic waste. The on-site in-vessel system will be accessible to all building
occupants as intended by the policy guidelines for on-site organics management. The systems are clean, emit low odour,
and help to reduce truck trips to transport heavy saturated food waste. These systems are also capable of producing
nutrient-rich water that can be used in irrigation, helping to lower total site water use. The location of the bio-digester in a
more visible common area would not only reduce the amount of organic waste from building occupants but would provide
an opportunity for residents and visitors to learn about sustainable waste management solutions. Furthermore, with the
mixed-use nature and size of the building, multiple organic management locations may be needed to meet the demand of
the building occupants.
Additional composting spaces will be provided in proximity to the gardening spaces to manage clippings and gardening
activities.

Figure 7: Sample Organics Digestion Equipment
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D. GREEN MOBILITY
D.1

Policy Intent

The City requires a Green Mobility Plan outlining measures and strategies to prioritize more sustainable travel to and from
the site. This will include the prioritization of walking, cycling, and public transit over automobile use, and support for lowcarbon vehicles, such as electric vehicles. These strategies contribute to the Transportation 2040 and Greenest City targets
of 1) increasing walking, cycling and public transit to form a minimum of 50% of all trips by 2020 and 66% of all trips by
2040; and 2) reducing motor-vehicle kilometres traveled per resident by 20% from 2007 levels. It will also contribute to the
Greenest City target on Climate Leadership to reduce community-based greenhouse gas emissions by 33% from 2007
levels. The intent of encouraging sustainable transportation is:
•
•
•

To reduce reliance on travel that consumes excessive energy and contributes to GHG emissions and
poor air quality;
To support a thriving economy, to improve the health of residence and the vibrancy of the city, and to
enhance the natural environment; and
To meet mobility needs while minimizing environmental impacts and providing long-term health benefits.

The policy requires a transportation demand management plan meeting the transportation demand bulletin for new
developments in Vancouver. Additionally, if applicable, charging outlets must be provided for 10% of commercial structure
parking.

D.2

Strategy

Within steps of the Commercial & Broadway site are the Commercial Skytrain Station and Bus Routes 99, 9, and 20, which
will encourage visitors and building occupants to make use of alternative transportation opportunities, reducing
dependence on single occupancy vehicles. Combined with secured storage for bicycles and electric vehicle charging,
including level 3 DC fast chargers, the proposed development affords a distinct advantage for carless commuters.
The project also recognizes and plans to celebrate cyclists using the 10th Avenue dedicated cycling lane. This will include
a variety of cyclist-oriented amenities to help establish and improve the sites use as a transit hub accessed by commuters
and cyclists alike.
1.

Vehicle Provisions – Electric Vehicle Charging

To comply with the electric vehicle requirements from the City of Vancouver, this development proposes to supply 10% of
the proposed commercial parking and 100% of the proposed residential parking with electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
In this instance this will include providing Class 2 EV charging for the proposed parking spaces. In the context of the 368
residential spaces and 249 commercial spaces, this is equal to 25 spaces for commercial and 368 for residential spaces
with level 2 EV charging infrastructure.
In addition to the requirements and to support electric vehicle driving visitors to the site, the design team is reviewing the
inclusion of one or two level 3 electric vehicle chargers. These “fast chargers” are capable of completely charging the
average electric vehicle in less than 15 minutes. These fast chargers can service more vehicles due to its accelerated
charging time, thereby providing not only greater range to potential users, but also the capacity to service more users in
aggregate. The development is exploring the ideal location of these chargers and is considering their inclusion into retail
parking spaces where the greatest access to visitors can be provided.
2.

Access to Transportation

The Commercial & Broadway Street site is in close proximity to both transit and cycle route networks, making it easily
accessible from many locations around the city. The site is located along the Broadway Corridor at Commercial Drive and
at the nexus of the Expo and Millennium Skytrain Lines. This location provides optimal connectivity for bicycle transportation
options, as it is located on the east-west 10th Avenue bike route and near the north-south Woodland Drive and Lakewood
Drive routes.
Overall, the development will achieve the following scores on Walkscore:
•

Pedestrian Access: 94/100 – ‘Daily errands do not require a car’
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Transit Access: 94/100 – ‘World-class public transportation’
Bicycle Access: 100/100 – ‘Flat as a pancake, excellent bike lanes’

Transportation Demand Management Strategy

Following a study of the site and the development of a formal Transportation Demand Management Strategy, the design
team will be capable of detailing the exact Transportation Demand Management Strategies proposed for the project. In the
initial conversations with the design team, the following measures have been identified as opportunities for reducing Single
Occupancy Vehicle Use (SOV) across the site. Below are some of the strategies with full details of the strategy found in
Appendix E-Transportation Demand Management Plan.
•
•

Increased Bicycle Storage- The project will meet the current City of Vancouver By-law requirements for
Bicycle storage by providing 80 bicycle spaces for commercial (where 18 is required) and 1335 bicycle
spaces for residential (where 1335 is required).
Community Bicycle Share Programs- The project has allocated space for the City of Vancouver’s own
Mobi bike share program and is considering an additional private bike share program for the residents of
the building focused around electric bicycles. Mobi locations located directly adjacent to the E10th bicycle
lane.

Figure 8: Proposed Bicycle Share Locations

•

Cyclist Oriented Amenities- The ownership and design team are committed to exploring and implementing
the types of measures meant to welcome and encourage cyclists to and from the site. Of the ideas under
consideration, the following represents the types ideas circulated by the team thus far.
o Secure bicycle storage with potential to have repair stations
o Cycling oriented retail tenants (cycling cafés)
o Private electric bike shares for residents.

E. POTABLE WATER MANAGEMENT
E.1

Policy Intent

The intent of the policy is to contribute to the Greenest City goals of reducing potable water use by 33% from 2006 levels
and meeting stringent water quality standards. As the city is adopting an integrated water management approach to
properly management all water the City is as one system. The conservation and increased efficient use of potable water is
intended to help mitigate the effects of increase water demand associated with a rapidly expanding city. This will also
contribute to providing increased resiliency of the potable water sources serving Vancouver, in response to climate change.
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The policy states that a minimum of 20% indoor and 50% outdoor potable water use must be achieved to contribute to the
City’s Greenest City goals.

E.2

Strategy

To satisfy the applicable water use reduction targets, the project will use a combination of high efficiency irrigation design
and Water Sense plumbing fixtures with a demonstrated reduction in potable water use relative to the baseline water fixture
package outlined in the Sustainable Large Sites Rezoning policy. Outdoor water use reductions will be achieved through
proven high efficiency irrigation systems like drip irrigation and moisture sensing irrigation controllers. While Indoor water
use savings can be demonstrated through careful fixture selection discussed below.
The team is also currently investigating a rainwater re-use system to push towards 100% reduction in outdoor potable
water use. The rainwater re-use system can provide the site’s irrigation demand and offset potable water uses within the
building. This system will also connect with the project’s Integrated Rainwater Management Plan (IRMP) to help manage
rainwater runoff while also supporting a reduced demand for potable water.

E.3

Design Performance

Following the baseline flow and flush rates provided in table 1 of the administrative bulletin, an indoor water fixture package
was developed should meet the required 20% reduction of indoor potable water use. It was observed that the
recommended water balance calculator (LEED v4 indoor water use calculator) contained locked baseline values that varied
from the City of Vancouver’s prescribed baselines provided in table 1 of the administrative bulletin. A replica of the LEED
v4 water balance calculator was used in this study, which allowed different baselines to be used. Additionally, the
occupancy counts were based on LEED recommended occupancy counts for each space type.
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Design Case
Space
Res

Staff

Baseline Case

Sewage
Daily
Flow
Occupant
Flush Fixture
Duration
Generation
Uses Rate (Lpf)
Users
(L)
Full Flush
M
2
4.8
1
850
8160
F
2
4.8
1
850
8160
Half Flush
M
F
Full Flush
M
F
Half Flush
M
F
Urinal
M

Transient Full Flush
M
F
Half Flush
M
F
Urinal
M
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3
3

3
3

1
1

850
850

1
1

6
6

1
1

170
170

0
2

3
3

1
1

170
170

2

0.5

1

170

0.1
0.1

6
6

1
1

331.5
331.5

198.9
198.9

0
0.4

3
3

1
1

331.5
331.5

0
397.8

Space
Res

Staff

Flush Fixture

Sewage
Daily Flow
Occupant
Duration
Generation
Uses Rate (Lpf)
Users
(L)

Full Flush
M
F
Urinal

M
Full Flush
M
1020
F
1020 Transient Urinal
M
0
Full Flush
1020
M
F
170

5
5

4.8
4.8

1
1

850
850

20400
20400

2

1.9

1

170

646

1
3

4.8
4.8

1
1

170
170

816
2448

0.4

1.9

1

331.5

251.94

0.1
4.8
1
331.5
0.5
4.8
1
331.5
Occupant Use Check
9851.5

159.12
795.6

7650
7650

0.4
0.5
1
331.5
66.3
Occupant Use Check
9851.5
Total Annual Flush Fixture Sewage
12564275
Total Annual Flush Fixture Sewage
16171165
Potable Water Offset (annual)
0
Actual Potable Water use
12564275
Flow
Sewage
Flow
Sewage
Daily
Occupant
Daily
Occupant
Space Flow Fixtures
Rate
Duration
Generation Space Flow Fixtures
Rate
Duration
Generation
Uses
Users
Uses
Users
(Lpm)
(L)
(Lpm)
(L)
Res
Lavatories
5
1.5
15
1700
3188
Res
Lavatories
5
5.7
15
1700
12113
Staff Lavatories
3
1.5
15
340
383 Staff Lavatories
3
1.9
15
340
485
Transient Lavatories
0.5
1.5
15
663
124 Transient Lavatories
0.5
1.9
15
663
157
Res
Kitchen Sinks
4
5.7
60
1700
38760
Res
Kitchen Sinks
4
6.3
60
1700
42840
Staff Kitchen Sinks
1
5.7
60
340
1938 Staff Kitchen Sinks
1
8.3
60
340
2822
Transient Kitchen Sinks
0
5.7
60
663
0 Transient Kitchen Sinks
0
8.3
60
663
0
Res
Showers
1
6
480
1700
81600
Res
Showers
1
7.6
480
1700
103360
Staff

Showers

1

5.7

480

340

15504

Staff

Showers

1

7.6
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0
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0
7.6
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663
0
Occupant Use Check
19031.5
Occupant Use Check
19031.5
Total Annual Flow Fixture Sewage
49582040.6
Total Annual Flow Fixture Sewage
63818053.1

Combined Design Annual Sewage

62146315.6

Combined Baseline Annual Sewage

Percentage Indoor Water Savings

79989218.1

22.31

Figure 9: Indoor Potable Water Balance

Using the combined annual flush and flow sewage generation volumes, the annual percent reduction was calculated to be
22% relative to the established baselines in the Sustainable Large Sites Rezoning Policy. These savings were assumed
based on the following combination of plumbing fixtures.
Water Closets- 4.8/ 3 LPF (Residential), 6/ 3 LPF (Commercial)
Urinals- 0.5 LPF (Commercial)
Lavatories- 1.5 LPM (Residential), 1.5 LPM (Commercial)
Kitchen Faucets- 5.7 LPM (Residential), 5.7 LPM (Commercial)
Showers- 6 LPM (Residential), 5.7 LPM (Commercial)
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The target reductions in outdoor potable water use to meet the 50% reduction, as calculated by the policy, is using ~260
m3/month less than the baseline. The reductions in outdoor water use are based on the formula set out by the policy and
provided below.
Outdoor Potable Water Use Baseline (m3/month) = 120mm x Site’s Total Proposed Landscaped Area (4348.9 m2)
Outdoor Potable Water Use Baseline (m3/month) = 521.8
Proposed Outdoor Potable Water Use < 539.2 x 50% or 260.9 (m3/month)

F. RAIN AND GROUND WATER MANAGEMENT
F.1

Policy Intent

The City will require a Rainwater Management Plan that recognizes rainwater as a resource to enhance the community
and environment. This will contribute to our Clean Water Greenest City target – to reduce per-capita residential water
consumption by 20% by 2020. It also supports several other Greenest City goals. The intent is to reduce stormwater
discharge, reduce the generation of runoff, treat surface runoff to reduce contaminants, and where possible, conserve
potable water use.

F.2

Strategy

To satisfy the exact requirements of the Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large Developments the project will focus on a
combined effort to increase the amount of vegetation on site while also investigating reusing rainwater within building for
non-potable water uses. These solutions aim to go above and beyond both the requirements for reducing the volume of
stormwater runoff while also providing opportunities for settling rainwater to remove sediments and further treating the
water through mechanical filtration prior to exiting the site.
Ground water management has been reviewed and the civil consultant expects the project will not impact the existing water
table. A detailed hydrological study will be prepared by the civil consultant to confirm that no impact will be observed in the
water table due to the proposed development. Further information can be found in Appendix F- Integrated Rainwater
Management Plan.
The predevelopment conditions of the site are that of a highly urbanized site that has no site permeability. All rain water
hitting the site is currently directed into a storm sewer. To respond and improve upon the existing site condition, the
Commercial and Broadway project will aim to vegetate an area equivalent to ~44% of its site and allow for more
opportunities to infiltrate water and improve site stormwater runoff volumes. This will be further supported through a
rainwater capture and reuse strategy.
The overall stormwater quantity strategy for the site is to ensure the following three requirements are met to satisfy both
the City of Vancouver Green Buildings Policy for Rezoning and Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large Sites.
1.
2.

3.

F.3
1.

Quantity Management- The post-development runoff rate and volume equals the pre-development rate and
volume for the 2-year 24-hour duration storm. Return the first 24mm of rainwater per day into natural pathways
such as infiltration.
Quality Management- Ensure that 90% of the average runoff volume is treated to remove 85% of TSS, primarily
achieved through a landscape-based treatment system, with mechanical filtration support. Treat the water quality
of the next 24mm up to 48mm of rainwater per day to remove pollutants such as hydrocarbons, heavy metals,
sediments from erosion, excess nutrients.
Stormwater Management- Convey safely rainwater from storm events over 48mm per day to minimize damage
to buildings or property

Design Performance
Quantity

To meet the requirements of City of Vancouver’s Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large Developments, the run-off volume
for a 2-year 15-minute storm event from a City of Vancouver IDF curve was used for the predevelopment runoff volume
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and the CoV 2100 curve used for the post development. Considering the development was previously a parking surface
with a runoff coefficient of 0.95, the proposed landscaping aids in the improvement of stormwater peak flow with a reduce
runoff coefficient of 0.75. Beyond the use of vegetation, the project will also utilize rainwater retention and reuse to manage
peak stormwater flows, mainly from the large hardscapes on the plaza level. Higher detail calculations are available in the
attached Stormwater Management Plan in Appendix F.

Figure 10: Proposed Stormwater Retention Space; repeated from L1 to L4

Using the City of Vancouver IDF curve for a 2-year 15-minute stormwater event, the project civil consultant has confirmed
the minimum amount of water retention for the project to be as follows:
Volume= Site Area (9700 sq.m)*24mm= 233 cu.m
Considering the project’s planned inclusion of vegetation for retaining rainwater the final retention volume target for the
project is as follows:
Volume= (Site Area (9700 sq.m)- landscaped areas (3,510 sq.m))*24mm= 149 cu.m
2.

Quality

To meet the 85% total suspended solids (TSS) removal efficiency, we propose that ‘Stormceptors’ will be installed at all
storm water connection points to the city system. Appropriate sizing of this pre-manufactured product will be achieved with
the supplier’s sizing information and reviewed by a qualified professional within the design team and the City of Vancouver
Engineering as part of the design to support the Site Service Agreement. Where detailed studies are performed, and results
in the need of a much higher performing stormwater quality management device to achieve the required TSS removal
efficiency, a Jellyfish or Stormceptor brand quality management system will be used.
Using the project site area, we have determined the required treatment rate which the building’s stormwater treatment
system will be selected to accommodate. It is as follows:
Treatment Flow Rate= (Site Area (9700 sq.m) *48mm)/24hours= 5.39 L/s
For additional information please see the completed Integrated Rainwater Management Plan detailed under Appendix F.
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G. ZERO WASTE PLANNING
G.1

Policy Intent

The City requires a Zero Waste Design and Operations Plan that considers deconstruction, infrastructure design, and postconstruction operations, to meet or exceed the City’s Greenest City 2020 goals with respect to waste reduction, increased
opportunities for material re-use and recycling, and GHG emissions reductions. The intention is for this to contribute to the
Greenest City target on Zero Waste: to reduce solid waste going to the landfill or incinerator by 50% from 2008 levels.
The ultimate objective is to facilitate the reorientation of peoples’ habits and practices toward the City’s zero waste target.
Therefore, the key objectives of a project’s Zero Waste Design and Operations Plan are to foster ongoing waste reduction
and increased diversion of products and materials form the waste stream through re-use, composting and recycling. The
Plan should also aim to reduce operations-related environmental emissions, notably GHG emissions, through strategies
such as reduced service-vehicle trips.

G.2

Strategy

The project has ensured that there is sufficient space in the development to allow for adequate sorting and diverting of
materials from land fill or incinerator. The project will support the regional and Greenest City target of achieving a minimum
of 70% waste diversion on site. As 1780 East Broadway is a mixed-use building containing residential, office, commercial
retail, and grocery retail, the following zero waste requirements from the administrative bulletin will be acknowledged in the
project’s proposed waste strategy:

Figure 11: Multifamily Zero Waste requirements as per the City of Vancouver’s Sustainable Large Developments administraive bulletin

Figure 12: Office and Retail Zero Waste requirements as per the City of Vancouver’s Sustainable Large Developments administrative bulletin
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Figure 13: Food Services Zero Waste requirements as per the City of Vancouver’s Sustainable Large Developments administrative bulletin

Additionally, the project will commit to the following as stated in Appendix G-Zero Waste Management Plan.
1.

Vision Statement

This project will introduce a transparent and innovative means of collecting and managing waste in a mixed-use residential
development, this will be done in hopes of re-orienting attitudes around waste management and support the building
occupants and operators in becoming leaders in the City of Vancouver.
2.

Description of Project Initiatives and Diversion Objectives

The project will target the ongoing diversion rate of 70% by introducing four-stream waste collection: Reuse, Recycling,
Organics, and Residual Waste.
As can be noted from the drawing in Appendix H-Waste Management Spaces, approximately 562 sq.m (134 sq.m on L2
and 142 sq.m on L1, 118 sq.m on P2, and 168 sq.m on P3) is being provided allowing for extra space for organics
management systems, and other waste management initiatives. This extra area provided for zero waste initiatives can also
be used for residual waste storage.

Figure 14: Proposed Residential Waste and Recycling Center; L2 Location
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Site/Development Infrastructure Design

In addition to the already prescribed Zero Waste actions above, further initiatives will be implemented
Sufficient space will be allocated in each residential unit and larger collection and sorting spaces on the Ground and 1st
levels. Reuse will be promoted between residents by offering areas to deposit gently used reusable materials (e.g. books,
toys). Residents will be able to make use of other peoples used and unwanted items, reducing the total amount of waste
generated in the building.
The project also proposes to include a Recycling Lounge into the development’s design to promote the effective separation
and collection of recyclables. As per the waste calculations above, the Lounge will be designed to ensure that it is large
enough to sustain clean and simple organization of different materials. The space on L1 has been proposed as the most
accessible and forthcoming location for such a waste collection and sorting space.
To more directly respond to the Sustainable Large Sites Rezoning conditions the project team is committed to implementing
the following:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

4.

Engage a single hauler for all waste streams generated on site in order to reduce pick up vehicle trips. 1780 East
Broadway can reduce collection frequency by choosing a provider that has multiple options for how to collect
materials.
Reduce GHG emissions related to collection. A compactor will be recommended where appropriate. Other types of
collection containers could also be explored to further reduce collection frequency (space dependent).
Provide a service or billing model that offers occupants incentives to reduce, re-use or recycle rather than to dispose
waste. 1780 East Broadway will work with a service provider that will provide feedback on contamination, services
that could be reduced to decrease costs. Provide a budge alternative if more materials were recycled.
Ensure that any residual waste is disposed in facilities operated by the City of Vancouver or Metro Vancouver. This
will be a requirement of the waste vendor serving the site.
Space (in the recycling room) and collection programs for recycling of three or more provincial product stewardship
programs (e.g. electronics, batteries, soft plastics, foam packaging). 1780 East Broadway will be ready to implement
these services for all residential recycling areas.
As an innovation, as it is not specified in the policy for office and retail, space (in the recycling room) and collection
programs for recycling of three or more provincial product stewardship programs (e.g. electronics, batteries, soft
plastics, foam packaging will be ready for implementation in all office and retail recycling areas.
Allocate space in the recycling storage area or in another common area for an interoffice materials exchange,
bulletin board, and zero waste information kiosk. 1780 East Broadway will promote information exchange in office
and retail areas by providing a public board to allow people to post information relating materials available for
exchange.
Operations

The Recycling Lounge will be designed to facilitate proper waste sorting and reduce the risk of contamination. It will be
easily accessible to all residents by its location on the ground level or first floor and will be designed in such a way that it
is well-lit, organized, and welcoming in nature. Clear signage will be used in waste management spaces provided in
individual tenant spaces will be posted to help occupants sort waste appropriately. Programs to encourage waste that will
be considered include building by building competitions, as well as waste collection design that encourages thoughtful
disposal (e.g. appropriately sized waste containers).
Building managers will be trained to ensure that waste management procedures are followed once building management
has been confirmed. A waste management plan will be created to ensure building management is aware of all waste
management facilities and their requirements and provide tips and tools for encouraging tenants to dispose of waste
adequately.
To more directly respond to the Sustainable Large Sites Rezoning conditions the project team is committed to implementing
the following:
i)

Employ a “Greencierge” or Zero Waste support staff to assist residents and business owners to adopt the most
sustainable practices as possible. 1780 East Broadway will have a dedicated person to monitor the collection areas
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and ensure contamination is kept to a minimum. This person could also be involved with moving containers on
collection days.
ii) Establish a building-level zero waste/sustainability team among occupants to engender a community culture around
zero waste. 1780 East Broadway will establish a “green team” in the building to report on diversion efforts and
update strata on changes in the waste/recycling industry that can positively benefit the strata.
iii) Conduct an annual waste audit and share the results with occupants to assess additional opportunities for diversion.
This will be primarily implemented in the commercial areas.
5.

Value Added

1780 East Broadway will aim to develop innovative waste diversion techniques on top of what has been committed above.
Additionally, methods for waste diversion being explore accountability. As this project will have a mixed use of residential,
commercial retail, grocery retail, and office, building management will ensure each occupant type uses the appropriate
waste areas and appropriate diversion techniques available. For example, ensuring organics are diverted to the appropriate
bin.

H. AFFORDABLE HOUSING
H.1

Policy Intent

For large developments accommodating housing, the City of Vancouver requires an Affordable Housing Plan that considers
a range of unit types and tenures and demonstrates how the project will meet or exceed the requirements of the City’s
Affordable Housing in New Neighbourhoods policy. Providing affordable housing is a key focus for rezoning with
Sustainable Large Developments. Applicants are required to meet with City staff and the pre-application stage to discuss
the appropriate mix of incomes, household types and tenures. As the formal letter of enquiry was submitted before June
20, 2018, the project may proceed under the previous Rezoning policy, Rezoning Policy for Sustainable Large
Developments amended December 16, 2014. In the previous policy, the Affordable Housing in New Neighbourhoods policy
(the 20% policy) was applicable where 20% of residential space is to be set as affordable non-market rental.
The intent is to contribute to meeting the affordable housing objectives and targets of the Housing Vancouver Strategy
(2018-2027), in particular to achieve the target of 12,000 new units of social, supportive and co-op housing through the
delivery mechanisms outlined in the Affordable Housing Delivery and Financial Strategy (2018-2027).To meet the intent of
the policy, 1780 East Broadway will create options for more housing affordability, types and choices, including housing for
individuals and families that fall under the Housing Income Limits published by BC Housing, and purpose-built rental
housing for moderate income households.

H.2

Strategy

As set out by the policy, 20% of residential floor area must be set aside as affordable housing. Given the total residential
floor area is 47,438 sq.m, the required affordable housing by floor area is therefore 9,487 sq.m. 1780 East Broadway is
currently providing ~12,000 sq.m of affordable housing. In terms of units, the total unit count is 653, 20% of units would
therefore be 131 units. 1780 East Broadway is currently providing 148 units of affordable housing which will be spread
evenly across the available unit types. In this figure below, the division of affordable housing can be seen in yellow.
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Figure 15: Location of Affordable Housing

East Broadway is still exploring the affordable housing requirement with the City of Vancouver and so the above is subject
to change.

I.

RESILIENCE
I.1

Policy Intent
Designing with building resilience aligns with the objectives of the Climate Change Adaption Strategy. With increased risk
of significant shocks and stresses such as earthquakes, extreme weather, extreme temperatures, and sea level rise,
building resilience and disaster preparedness is key to preparing for the future.
The City of Vancouver is undertaking two initiatives related to resilience; 1) a broader resilience strategy, with forthcoming
policies related to Vancouver specific shocks and stresses, and 2) the climate change adaption strategy update, adopted
by council in 2012, the adaption strategy is being updated with new climate projections and actions. Further, the project
must identify building and design strategies that eliminate, reduce, and mitigate adverse impacts including those due to
changing climate conditions.

I.2

Strategy
1780 East Broadway intends to meet the demand for improved resilience in building design and providing strategies that
mitigate risk and reduce the impact related to shocks and stresses specific to Vancouver. 1780 East Broadway will
demonstrate the resilience of the design through the recommended resilience worksheet provided in the Sustainable Large
Developments administrative bulletin. The building resilience worksheet is provided in Appendix I- Resiliency Checklist.
1780 East Broadway will also provide resilient, self-closing potable water sources that will operate on City pressure. As the
Sustainable Large Developments policy states at least 1 resilient water source is needed and the newly applicable Green
Buildings rezoning policy states 1 source per every 75 occupants, 1780 East Broadway will provide sufficient resilient
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sources to meet the more stringent policy. Based on preliminary occupant calculations, shown below, twenty-eight (28)
resilient potable water sources will be provided. As the residential towers are located above the grocery retail (Safeway),
the resilient water sources will be located mainly throughout the L2 amenity deck, with some available at the plaza area.
The resilient water sources will compliment previous sections of this policy where accessible water sources are needed for
various sustainable food assets.
Space Type
Residential

Room Type
Quantity
Studio
95
1 Bedroom
235
2 Bedroom
252
3 Bedroom
71
Total
653
Total Residential Occupants
Space Type
Space Name Area (SF)
General Office
Office
49,042
Retail, general
Plaza CRU's
3,486
Grocery store
Safeway
49,381
Educational, daycare DayCare
12,271
Health club/aerobics room
Fitness Center
9,635
Restaurant
Restaurant
7,374
Total Commercial Occupants

Occupant Count
190
470
756
284

Total Building Occupants
Potable Water Access Points

2040
27.20

1700
Staff FTE Count
197
7
90
20
9
17
340

Figure 16: Resilient potable water sources calculation as per the Green Buildings Rezoning Policy

J. ZERO- EMISSION GREEN BUILDING REZONING POLICY REPORT
As a part of the Rezoning Application package, the following Sustainable Design Strategy has been developed to provide
confirmation the project design submitted is on target to meet the requirements as dictated by the Green Buildings Policy
for Rezonings 2016, option B. Low Emissions Green Building, effective May 1, 2017. This section will address each
component of the Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings, regardless of some sections being previously described, to ensure
compliance of this policy is met.
The following narrative includes preliminary strategies explored by the design team, with the aim to achieve the various
requirements of the Low Emissions Green Building pathway, along with all required supporting evidence at this stage, as
listed:
Item B.2: Brief summary of strategies and measures to achieve performance limits for energy use, heat loss, and
greenhouse gas emissions, including;
Preliminary Zero Emissions Building Plan (ZEBP) Energy Checklist, completed by the project energy modeller, showing
that the project meets the performance limits for energy use (TEUI), heat loss (TEDI), and greenhouse gas emissions
(GHGI), together with key inputs;
2-4 page summary of detailed energy model inputs for detailed and/or 3rd party review.
Item B.6.2: Preliminary embodied emissions calculations, and a description of specific measures that will be explored
during design to reduce embodied emissions;
Item B.10: The site IRMP, describing the chosen strategies and green and grey infrastructure measures included in the
landscape and building design. The IRMP describes;
How these measures contribute to the city-wide IRMP targets for water volume reduction and quality treatment, and
Include preliminary site and volume calculations to compare site performance to the City-wide targets;
Landscape/Architectural Site Plans highlighting the green and grey infrastructure measures described in the site IRMP as
also provided.
A commitment by the owner to meet the requirements of the Green Buildings Policy for Rezonings with documentation to
be submitted at a later project phase, including:
B.3: design, build, and test to meet an airtightness target of 2.0 L/s/m² @ 75 Pa;
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B.4: complete an enhanced commissioning process;
B.5: design and build to include building metering and sub-metering of energy, and to enter into agreement on energy
reporting, including assistance for building future owners;
B.6.1: complete refrigerant emissions calculations;
B.7: design and build a direct ventilation system;
B.8: design and build with low-emitting materials;
B.9: test indoor air quality prior to occupancy;
B.11: design and build a resilient potable water access point.

J.1

LEED Gold - Building Design + Construction
As the project is over 50% residential, LEED registration, design and certification are not required.

J.2

Performance Limits
At this stage, the project is still in concept design where the building shape/massing and suite layout are subject to City
approval and other changes. Additionally, the mechanical, electrical and envelope design are not fully defined, but instead,
under exploration.
A preliminary energy model has not yet been conducted to confirm the final performance of the building in its proposed
configuration. The project will incorporate a Low Carbon Energy System (LCES) and given the mixed-use nature of the
building, the blended Whole-Building Performance Limits, as stated in Table 1, are the following: TEUI 154.3 kWh/m2;
TEDI 55.5 kWh/m2; GHGI 8.3 kgCO2/m2. The design team and project owner confirm the project will be designed in
compliance with these limits. The modelled Whole-Building Performance is within compliance with the following: TEUI
151.4 kWh/m2; TEDI 41.7 kWh/m2; GHGI 3.8 kgCO2/m2.
Efficiency
Indicator

Whole Building
Performance
Limits

Whole Building
Performance
Results

TEUI (kWh/m2)

154.3

151.4

TEDI (kWh/m2)

55.5

41.7

GHGI (kgCO2/m2)

8.3

3.8

To achieve the performance targets outlined above, the project team is considering the following;
•
•
•
•
•

50% Window to Wall Ratio
LED Lighting in suites and common spaces
Water efficient plumbing fixtures
Energy Recovery Ventilator, electrically sourced heating and cooling equipment including Air-Sourced Heat
Pumps (ASHP), high efficiency chillers, and geo-exchange
Condensing boilers or solar thermal for back-ups

The Zero Emission Building Plan Checklist and Input Summary Tables are provided under Appendix J- Zero Emissions
Building Plan Checklist and Appendix K- Input Summary Table respectively.

J.3

Airtightness Testing
Whole-building and suite airtightness testing and reporting is required for this residential building. The project owner has
committed to meet this requirement – please see Appendix L – Owner Letter of Commitment.
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Enhanced Commissioning
An enhanced commissioning process is required for all building energy systems. The project owner has committed to meet
this requirement – please see Appendix L – Owner Letter of Commitment.

J.5

Energy System Sub-Metering + Reporting
Separate master metering for each energy utility, along with sub-metering of all major energy end-uses and major space
uses is required. The building owner must enter an agreement with the City of Vancouver to share utility data for minimum
three (3) years and provide assistance for building future owners. The project owner has committed to meet this
requirement – please see Appendix L– Owner Letter of Commitment.

J.6

Refrigerant Emissions + Embodied Emissions
Preliminary embodied emissions calculations for all major building materials have been conducted based on the building’s
rezoning concept design. Various floor, wall and roof areas have been confirmed through the preliminary energy model.
As current designs do not include detailed structural information, various comparable mixed-use developments in
Vancouver were referenced. From these reference buildings, applicable details related to column quantity, span, load and
typical wall assemblies have been applied to the various floor, wall, and roof lengths and areas for this building. As more
detailed information is available specific to this project, the life cycle assessment model will be refined and updated.
The building includes towers of various heights with the tallest at ~100 m. Furthermore, the building includes four levels of
parkade. Other major concept design assumptions include:
Concept
Design
Assumptions

Parkade

Above Grade

Floor Area

38,560 m2

66,393 m2

Building Footprint

9640 m2

7373 m2

Type: Concrete

Type: Concrete

Height (m): 3.5-4.9

Height (m): 2.7-5.4

Concrete Footings, Slab on
Grade

n/a

Columns & Beams

Foundations

Interior Walls

Exterior Walls

Elevator Cores: Cast in place
concrete

Elevator Cores: Cast in place concrete

Interior Walls: Concrete Block

Commercial: Concrete Block

1587.2 m total wall length
Concrete 35 MPa,

Floors

Concrete 35 MPa

Roof

n/a

Residential: Steel Stud, Mineral Wool Batt, Gypsum

12,050.9 m total wall length
Concrete 35 MPa, Curtain Wall, Fiberglass Batt
(Commercial L1: Cast in Place, XPS)
Concrete 35 MPa, Insulation above unconditioned space
12,829 m2 total roof area throughout project
Concrete Slab, Extruded Polystyrene Insulation, Concrete
Tile
50% WWR

Glazing

n/a

Residential: Curtain Wall
Commercial: Aluminum Frame, Double Glazing
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The Athena Impact Estimator for Buildings software was utilized, which is in compliance with EN 15978. A 60-year building
life expectancy was modeled. The following outputs represent the overall embodied emissions associated with these
assumed structural and enclosure components:
Embodied Emissions at Concept Design

Global Warming Potential

Unit

Total

kg CO2 eq

4.05 E+07

Global Warming Potential Intensity

kgCO2eq/m²

Global
Warning
Potential
Annualized Intensity (60-year building

kgCO2eq/m²/year

385.8
6.4

life expectancy)

It has been determined based on the Concept Design of 1780 East Broadway, the total lifecycle embodied emissions
Global Warming Potential intensity is 4.05 E+07 kgCO2eq/m² and annualized intensity is 6.4 kgCO2eq/m²/year,
considering a 60-year building life.
During design development, the same exercise will be conducted should the building heating and cooling system selections
have a capacity of equipment containing refrigerants 35 kW or greater. Once mechanical systems have been selected,
emissions from refrigerants will been calculated using the following formula: kgCO2e/m2 = [GWPr*Rc*(0.02*L+0.1+)] /
(L*A). Outputs representing the overall refrigerant emissions associated with the building’s mechanical components will be
provided to the City of Vancouver.
Upon Building Permit Application, the project team will provide embodied emissions calculations representing the building
permit stage design and a description of what measures, if any, were taken to reduce embodied emissions.

J.7

Verified Direct Ventilation
The building’s ventilation system will provide outdoor air directly to all occupiable spaces, in the quantities defined by code.
The project owner has committed to meet this requirement – please see Appendix L – Owner Letter of Commitment.

J.8

Low Emitting Materials
All interior finishes will be selected to minimize volatile organic compounds and added urea formaldehyde to improve the
indoor environmental quality. The project owner has committed to meet this requirement – please see Appendix L– Owner
Letter of Commitment.

J.9

Indoor Air Quality Testing
Prior to occupancy, testing for formaldehyde, particulates, ozone, total volatile organic compounds and carbon monoxide
will be conducted. The results will be compared to City targets and will be reported for occupancy permit. The project owner
has committed to meet this requirement – please see Appendix L– Owner Letter of Commitment.

J.10

Integrated Rainwater Management + Green Infrastructure

In consultation with the City of Vancouver’s Best Management Practice Toolkit, the project site Integrated Rainwater
Management Plan includes green and grey infrastructure measures considered appropriate for the building type, design,
project location and surrounding area. Landscape/Architectural Site Plans highlighting the green and grey infrastructure
measures described in the site IRMP has been included with this Rezoning Application Package – please see Appendix
F - Integrated Rainwater Management Plan.

J.11

Resilient Drinking Water Access
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The building’s design will provide access to potable water which utilizes City operated system pressure (not electrically
aided). Points of water access will be provided for every 75 occupants; according to current project data, this would equate
to twenty-eight (28) points of resilient water access. This has been discussed previously in the section on Resilience.
The project owner has committed to meet this requirement – please see Appendix L– Owner Letter of Commitment.

Summary
The above noted strategies support a holistic approach to addressing the requirements of the City of Vancouver’s Green
Buildings Policy for Rezonings. Implementing these strategies through design and construction will produce a sustainable
and resilient building capable of delivering optimum building performance, while also improving indoor environmental
quality for occupants.
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Appendix A-Arborist Report
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Appendix B-Landscape and Urban Agriculture Plan
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Included

37%

Percent of Parcel + Public Area (m2)
10861

9819

Soil Volume (m3)

Percent of Parcel Area no plaza (m2)
7827

Percent of Parcel Area (m2)

Vegetation Cover Calculations targeting "40% of Private Propery"

Not included

25%

Percent of Total Parcel Area (m2)
9819

1574

397.98

442.2

80.4

1885.14

3141.9

205.32

684.4

2488.44
Total

56%

44%

4348.9

138
124.5
45

1780 East Broadway

Tree Canopy Calculations targeting "10-15% of Total Site"

2456.3

138
124.5
45

Balconies Neat / Orderly (1.2m sq)
Tower A (92)
Tower B (83)
Tower C (30)

Total Area (m sq)

193.2
212.1
126

193.2
212.1
126

Street Tree Canopy Planter with trees (900mm depth) Urban Argiculture Planter Planter with shrubs (600mm depth) Planter with Lawn (300mm) Vegetative cover (m2)
107.8
107.8
1574
1712.5
391.5
1119
202
1333
255.4
46.9
208.5
275.1
845.5
204
641.5
579.2
588.9
42
226.3
80.4
240.2
269
0

Tree Canopy Area (m sq)

L1
L2
L5A
L7B +7C
L16A, 18B + 18C (roof)
L24A
Balconies Lush (2.1m sq)
Tower A (92)
Tower B (101)
Tower C (60)
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Appendix C-Landscape Calculations
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Appendix D-Public Plaza Plan
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Appendix E-Transportation Demand Management Plan
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Appendix F-Integrated Rainwater Management Plan
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Appendix G-Zero Waste Management Plan
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Appendix H-Waste Management Spaces
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Appendix I-Resilient Building Checklist
City of Vancouver- Resilience Worksheet
Project responses are provided in red.

Planning
What is the estimated full useful project life?

60 years

Have you considered the risks and hazards to your project and occupants both today and throughout the useful project
life? Please list them:

Identify below any local risk or hazard studies that you have completed or are referencing. Example: Floodplain mapping
(http://guidelines.vancouver.ca/F014.pdf), seismic assessment, hazardous materials list.

Have hazard mitigation and risk management efforts been included in the project? Have
impacts and risks to inhabitants been considered and mitigated?
Describe how:
Y/N
Have projected climate conditions for the useful project life been consulted?
Please consult Vancouver specific climate projections attached to this worksheet.
Please indicate projection year used:

2050s, 2080s, 2100, other__________

Describe any strategies or design features that support rapid recovery after a hazard event:

Describe how your project fosters community connections and interaction (including trusted spaces
for people to congregate, communication mechanisms, etc):
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Have you set targets for recoverability / re-occupancy of the project in the event of
structural damage? Has this been incorporated into design? Describe below:
It’s not contemplated as part of a “Normal Importance” building as defined by the Vancouver Building
Bylaw, the BC Building Code, nor the National Building Code of Canada. The project does not meet
the typical definition of a High Importance such as a hospital, Institutional, police, emergency facilities
or community centre it is not typical of a private building. As the design progresses a discussion will
be had with the clients and a strategy considered in buildings aside from post-disaster facilities.

Y/N

Describe how the project has been designed to ensure accessibility of spaces for people with
mobility challenges and for an aging population:

Essential Safety
Will there be emergency plans in place for buildings?

Y/N

Can drinking water be supplied without power?

Y/N

Will toilets and sinks work without power?

Y/N

Amenity level fixtures will continue to work and tanked toilets will have capacity for 1 flush
Describe the back-up power capacity: what is it, which systems will it power and for how long?
If fuel is needed, is there a contract in place to obtain it following a disaster? Note that renewable
energy systems avoid the anticipated difficulty of accessing and transporting fuel post event.
On-site generators will be provided to support minimum life safety systems. The generator will use a stored reserve of
(natural gas/ diesel fuel). The systems considered to be minimum life safety include the following:
-

One elevator per building
Corridor lighting (reduced emergency capacity)
Emergency Communications and security systems
Etc.
The project will be designed to maintain 2 days of minimum life safety function in the event of a power outage.
Will the project include hook-ups for temporary generators and boilers?

Y/N

The project will contain an emergency hookup for the temporary boilers to help condition the building
in the event of an emergency.
On-site electrical generators will have capacity to meet minimum life safety conditions.
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Has solar energy been considered to provide some back-up power capacity?

Y/N

If yes, what is system size? ______________________kW
Are there safe, accessible locations for occupants to gather in the event of an earthquake,

Y/N

flood, or other event causing structural damage to the project?
Not on the site. Gathering places would be pre-designated areas of refuge such as Schools,
Community Centres, Hospitals, etc. Not on an isolated private site, nor a specific part of the site. Based
on this there is not intention to produce such a space.
Is there space for 72 hours of emergency supplies in the facility?

Y/N

Describe:
Each suite will include ample closet storage and pantry space for storing emergency provisions
According to the Canadian Red Cross’ preparedness guide a 4 person -72 hour Emergency ration of
supplies, should take up as much space as 1.3 cubic feet which could be fit in any number of the
proposed storage spaces.

Climate Resilience
HEAT – review climate projections for temperature, cooling degree days and summer extremes.
Consider the Urban Heat Island Effect resulting in higher temperatures in urban areas.
Have impacts of heat on the project been considered, including:
• Material change or degradation of structural integrity at accelerated rates
• Health and safety impacts on occupants vulnerable to heat
• Increased failure or reduced efficiency of electrical or mechanical systems
• Need for landscape material hardy to summer drought
Summarize:
The primary climate resilience strategy for the project will be in the design and construction of the high-performance
envelope. This will support the project’s energy efficiency in the event of either the 2050 climate change model or 2080
climate change model by limiting solar gains and help to retain cooling energy during hot spells. The project’s
mechanical plant will be modular and expandable to support the system’s capacity at higher temperatures and durations.
Other considerations include:
-

Durable building finishes which are installed to accommodate the common expansion and contraction of materials
as well as the proposed additional movement of the materials during extreme climate events.
Detailed envelop and mechanical design to ensure that the indoor temperature always provides some relief from the
heat to vulnerable occupants.
Adaptable mechanical and electrical systems to provide additional capacity when demanded of the building and
accommodate the changes in efficiency.
Resilient and well-established plantings to help whether hotter climates and rainwater capture and re-use systems
capable of supporting landscaping during periods of drought.
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Describe how the building and its systems will be adapted to efficiently manage future higher
average temperatures, higher extreme temperatures, additional annual heatwaves, longer
heatwaves and longer periods of drought:
Mechanical systems will be designed to allow for expansion and adaption to the changing climate conditions and
technologies available to the project. The base building hydronic based heating and cooling infrastructure will allow for
a detailed review and adoption of available technologies during the buildings operation or at the end of the plant
equipment’s life should more efficient technologies be available at the time.
Describe all the building and site measures to reduce heat-island effect at the site and in the
surrounding areas:
The building will be heavily vegetated with a proposed site coverage of 46% vegetation. As an opportunity to reduce
solar heat gains the project will respond well by replacing what is currently dark asphalt with vegetation. For the
remainder of the project’s hardscapes, light colour lower density materials will be considered where feasible to further
reduce the impacts of urban heat island effect.
PRECIPITATION – Review climate projections for annual rainfall, rainfall extremes and precipitation as snow. Review
Vancouver IDF curves – both current and future-proofed.
Have impacts of changing precipitation patterns on the project been considered, including:
• Increasing instances of mould
• Potential for greater frequency of stormwater management systems being overwhelmed, low areas
flooded and sewer back-ups
• Impacts to the durability of materials
Summarize: The design team has considered the impacts of changing precipitation patterns for this project. Following
the City of Vancouver’s requirements, the landscape infiltration and stormwater conveyance system will be designed to
accommodate increasing storm event intensity due to climate change. The design team has no comments on the
instances of mould or durability of materials at this time.
Describe main strategies employed to infiltrate, evaporate, detain or reuse rainwater to achieve water volume reductions
for system resiliency: The project site will be designed to meet, and most likely exceed, the rainwater retention
requirements, improving the project resiliency. The main strategies of the stormwater management plan include
extensive absorbent landscape areas, rainwater reuse in the building, and detention facilities to reduce water volumes
and release rates.
Is there a program in place to keep catch basins clear?

Y/N

How are areas below grade protected from flooding? Are there mechanical or electrical systems
below grade? If so, how are they flood-proofed?
The project includes three levels of below grade parking. On the upper most level of parking several spaces are
dedicated to the building mechanical and electrical spaces. These spaces are located within the parkade structure which
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will comprise of a water-tight cast in palace concrete perimeter waterproofed to ensure water remains outside of the
building space and away from essential mechanical and electrical spaces.
At the bottom of the parkade, infiltration pits will be provided with the intention to collect any excess water in the parkade
and from around the structure. Foundation drainage will collect groundwater from the perimeter of the parkade through
the drain tiles to ensure water only enters the building with control and is immediately pumped out to avoid infiltration.
Parkade drainage sumps will be provided to collect any water introduced into the parkade either from the parkade
entrance or vehicles.
Coastal Storms and Sea Level Rise
Is the project located in a floodplain? Map: http://guidelines.vancouver.ca/F014.pdf
Y/N
If no, the remaining questions can be left blank.
What flood construction level is the project designed to?

______m or Not Applicable

If in a flood plain, describe site design strategies for adapting to sea level rise including building
access during flood events, elevated site areas, hard and soft barriers, etc.
If in a flood plain, is the design adaptable – can the flood construction level be raised further in future
or can increased protection of critical systems be implemented?
If in a flood plain, confirm that mechanical and electrical systems are not located below the flood
construction level. (Please also ensure all hazardous materials will be stored above the FCL.)
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Appendix J- ZEBP Energy Modelling Checklist
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Appendix K- Energy Modelling Input Summary Table
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Appendix L- Owner Letter of Commitment
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